Wetland Preserve and Waterfowl Pond Are Now Open

New exhibits at the Georgia Southern University Wildlife Center opened to the public on June 1, 2019. Families, wildlife enthusiasts, photographers and those involved with the Center year-round. The waterfowl on display represent nearly fifty ducks representing nine different species. These are great for those small groups or families that want to see the Center's animals up close and personal.

These are great for those small groups or families that want to see the Center's animals up close and personal. The Center's new additions with the mission of enhancing their summertime experience.

A Special Thanks From Our Director, Steve Hein

Ruthie and kids have been woven into the fabric of the Wildlife Center and I'm forever in their debt. Also participating is my dear friend Bill Crider. I value his generosity but cherish his friendship. He, his wife Christel Monk and Wayne Paulk, the vision became reality!

I am forever indebted to those individuals from 2009 that secured funding to create the pond. Equipped with little more than a vision for what might be, little did I know that enclosing a pond that has been in existence since 1997 by the way...